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Abstract

Criticality, reactor physics and shielding benchmarks are expected to play im-
portant roles in GEN-IV design, safety analysis and in the validation of an-
alytical tools used to design these reactors. For existing reactor technology,
benchmarks are used for validating computer codes and for testing nuclear
data libraries. Given the large number of benchmarks available, selecting these
benchmarks for specific applications can be rather tedious and difficult. Un-
til recently, the selection process has been based usually on expert judgement
which is dependent on the expertise and the experience of the user and thereby
introducing a user bias into the process. This approach is also not suitable for
the Total Monte Carlo methodology which lays strong emphasis on automation,
reproducibility and quality assurance. In this paper a method for selecting these
benchmarks for reactor calculation and for nuclear data uncertainty reduction
based on the Total Monte Carlo (TMC) method is presented. For reactor code
validation purposes, similarities between a real reactor application and one or
several benchmarks are quantified using a similarity index while the Pearson
correlation coefficient is used to select benchmarks for nuclear data uncertainty
reduction. Also, a correlation based sensitivity method is used to identify the
sensitivity of benchmarks to particular nuclear reactions. Based on the bench-
mark selection methodology, two approaches are presented for reducing nuclear
data uncertainty using integral benchmark experiments as an additional con-
straint in the TMC method: a binary accept/reject and a method of assigning
file weights using the likelihood function. Finally, the methods are applied to a
full lead-cooled fast reactor core and a set of criticality benchmarks. Significant
reductions in 239Pu and 208Pb nuclear data uncertainties were obtained after
implementing the two methods with some benchmarks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

data uncertainty reduction, ELECTRA, TMC.

1. Introduction

With increasing energy consumption worldwide, nuclear power is expected
to play an increasing role in providing the energy needs for the future [1]. Due to
public acceptance issues, the next generations of nuclear power reactors must not
only be economically competitive with other energy sources but must also ad-
dress waste management, proliferation and safety concerns. The GEN-IV Inter-
national Forum (GIF) was therefore initiated with very challenging technology
goals, which include sustainability, economics, safety and reliability, prolifera-
tion resistance and physical protection as reported in the GEN-IV Technology
Roadmap [2]. The first prototypes of the GEN-IV reactors are expected to be in
operation after 2030 when many of the current operating nuclear power plants
are expected to be shut down and decommissioned [2]. Since there are few avail-
able experiences and experimental data from the operation of GEN-IV reactors,
it is expected that criticality, reactor physics and shielding benchmarks will play
important roles in the design and construction, safety analysis and validation
of simulation tools used to design these reactors [3].

The International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark Ex-
periments (ICSBEP) contains criticality safety benchmarks derived from ex-
periments that were performed at various nuclear critical facilities around the
world [4]. Other benchmarks used for nuclear data and reactor applications
are the Evaluated Reactor Physics Benchmark Experiments (IRPHE) [5] which
contains a set of reactor physics-related integral data and the Radiation shield-
ing experiments database (SINBAD) [6] which contains a compilation of reactor
shielding, fusion neutronics and accelerator shielding experiments. These bench-
marks are used for the validation of calculational techniques used to establish
safety margins for the operations of fissile systems; for the design and estab-
lishment of a safety basis for the next-generation of nuclear reactors, and for
quality assurance necessary in developing cross-section libraries and radiation
transport codes [7]. For existing reactor technology, benchmarks can be used to
validate computer codes, test nuclear data libraries and also, for reducing nu-
clear data uncertainties [8]. One such example is the extensive testing of nuclear
data libraries with a large set of criticality safety and shielding benchmarks in
Ref. [9].

Given the large number of benchmark experiments available and that these ex-
periments usually differ in geometry type, material and isotopic composition,
neutron spectrum etc., the selection of these benchmarks for specific applica-
tions is normally tedious and not straightforward [10]. Until recently, traditional
methods have been used for choosing these benchmark experiments for valida-
tion of codes and testing of nuclear data [11]. These methods are based on
expert judgement which is dependent on the expertise and the experience of the
user. This results in user bias making benchmarks selected different from one
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1 INTRODUCTION

research group to the other as a result of different expertise, purpose of the eval-
uation and accessibility to benchmarks [10]. Also, this approach is not suitable
for the Total Monte Carlo (TMC) methodology which lays strong emphasis on
automation, reproducibility and quality assurance. To solve the problem of user
dependency in the benchmark selection process, the TSUNAMI code [12], a de-
terministic tool for sensitivity and uncertainty analysis was utilized in Ref. [11]
to determine whether existing benchmark experiments adequately cover the area
of applicability for the validation of computer codes and data validation of PuO2

and mixed powder systems. TSUNAMI uses the the adjoint-based perturbation
theory for sensitivity and uncertainty analysis [12]. Sensitivities of keff to cross
section data on a groupwise, nuclide and reaction specific basis are combined
with uncertainty in cross section to obtain nuclear data uncertainties in the keff .
TSUNAMI processes these sensitivity and cross section covariance data to pro-
duce a correlation coefficient which is used as an indication of similarity between
two systems [13]. In other studies (Refs. [14, 15], representative factors are used
to judge the applicability of critical experiments to actual reactor applications.
In Ref. [15], sensitivity coefficients computed over 33 group structure and later
collapsed into 15 groups of the available covariance data are calculated using
the ERANOS code system [16]. ERANOS, which is a deterministic code, is
used to combine sensitivity coefficient and covariance matrix information for
the computation of uncertainties on any integral parameter of interest based on
perturbation theory. Once the sensitivity matrix associated with the integral
experiment and the reactor system are available, they are combined with nuclear
data covariance information to obtain representative factors which are used to
evaluate the similarity between an integral experiment and reactor applications.
These representative factors can be combined with nuclear data covariance in-
formation and the associated experimental uncertainties for the reduction of
a priori uncertainties on reactor response parameters [3, 15, 17]. In Ref. [18],
sensitivity coefficients calculated in either 238 and 299 energy group structure
and collapsed into three groups are used to identify relevant benchmark experi-
ments with the most sensitivity to particular nuclear reactions. This capability
is implemented in the DICE (Database for the ICSBEP) tool [4] used for charac-
terizing benchmarks. DICE contains a sensitivity searching feature which allows
the user to select sensitivity based on isotope and nuclear reactions for different
energy ranges.

The methods discussed briefly above, are based on deterministic tools which uti-
lize perturbation theory and makes use of nuclear data covariance information
provided by nuclear data libraries. In Ref. [19] however, a stochastic approach
for selecting benchmarks was proposed and presented. The method, which is
based on the Total Monte Carlo methodology [20] presented in more detail in
the next section, was used to select benchmarks for nuclear data uncertainty
reduction. It was also proposed in the study that, the benchmarks selected
could be used for validating radiation transport codes. The method was subse-
quently applied, on a limited scale, to fresh reactor core calculations [19] and to
burnup calculations of the European Lead Training Reactor (ELECTRA) [21].
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ELECTRA is a plutonium fuelled, low power reactor design proposed within the
GEN-IV research framework in Sweden [22]. It was shown in Ref. [21] that, a
25% reduction in the uncertainty of the inventory of 241Am due to the variation
of 239Pu nuclear data was achieved for ELECTRA at End of Life (EOL). Also,
a 40% reduction in keff uncertainty due to 239Pu was achieved at Beginning of
Life (BOL) [19] by using the PU-MET-FAST-001 benchmark [4] information as
a constraint for accepting random nuclear data libraries. It was also observed
from the study that, several correlations such as nuclear data vs. benchmarks,
benchmark vs. benchmark among others could be observed as suggested in
Ref. [23]. It was recommended in Ref. [19] that the method be tested on a
larger set of benchmarks. In Refs. [19, 21] however, arbitrary χ2 limits were
used as constraints for accepting random nuclear data files. Also, the evaluated
benchmark uncertainty was not taking into account. As an improvement to this
method, benchmark uncertainty information was included to the uncertainty re-
duction process by computing an acceptance interval which was proportional to
the benchmark uncertainty and a weight proportional to the likelihood function
and presented in Ref. [24]. To take into account how relevant a benchmark is
for the reduction of nuclear data uncertainty, the Pearson correlation coefficient
was introduced in the computation of the weights and the acceptance intervals.
In Ref. [24] however, the uncertainty in the calculation that takes into consid-
eration the uncertainties in nuclear data of all isotopes contained within the
benchmark was not taken into account. This work is therefore an improvement
and continuation of work presented in Refs. [19, 21, 24]. A detailed description
and extension of the methodology proposed and its application to ELECTRA
and a set of criticality benchmarks obtained from the ICSBEP Handbook [4] is
presented. Also, a correlation based sensitivity method is used to identify which
benchmarks are sensitive to particular nuclear reactions. This is important for
nuclear data testing and adjustments, and for understanding and identifying
which partial cross sections have significant impact on particular reactor re-
sponse parameters and benchmarks.

For reactor code validation purposes, similarities between a real reactor applica-
tion and one or several benchmarks are quantified using a similarity index while
the Pearson correlation coefficient is used to select benchmarks for nuclear data
uncertainty reduction. Furthermore, two approaches are proposed for reducing
nuclear data uncertainty using integral benchmark experiments as an additional
constraint in the TMC method. Similar work on reducing nuclear data uncer-
tainties using criticality benchmark experiments has been presented in Ref. [8].
In Ref. [8] however, prior information from differential fission cross section data
of 239Pu were combined with integral information from the Jezebel critical-
ity benchmark measurements using the standard Bayesian technique. Grouped
averaged covariance data were obtained by comparing cross sections averaged
over 30 groups with differential measurements using the least square fitting
procedure. By incorporating new information from the Jezebel benchmark, a
posterior parameter and its covariance data were obtained. Based on the co-
variance information, a posterior probability distribution for the cross section
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vector which is proportional to the likelihood function was obtained. Random
cross section samples were then sampled from the probability distribution and
used to perform neutron transport calculations for the Jezebel benchmark us-
ing the linear approximation to the PARTISN code [25]. The uncertainty from
the transport calculation and the impact of uncertainties from nuclear reactions
apart from the 239Pu(n,f) cross section, were however not considered in the
work.

In this work, instead of drawing random samples from a posterior probability
distribution as presented in Ref. [8], we utilize random nuclear data files pro-
duced using the TALYS based code system [26]. We then assign each random file
a weight that depends on its quality with respect to a benchmark experimental
value. Two approaches for assigning file weights are proposed and presented: a
binary accept/reject method and a more statistically rigorous method of assign-
ing file weights based on the likelihood function. These methods are proposed
for implementation in the TMC methodology.

2. Total Monte Carlo

The Total Monte Carlo concept was developed at the Nuclear Research and
Consultancy Group (NRG), Petten [20] for the production of nuclear data li-
braries and for uncertainty analysis. Differential data from the Experimental
Nuclear Reaction Data (EXFOR) database [27] are used as a visual guide to
constrain model parameters in the TALYS Nuclear Physics code [28] by apply-
ing a binary accept/reject method where a 1σ uncertainty band is placed around
the best or global data sets such that the available scattered experimental data
falls within this uncertainty band. After enough iterations, a full parameter
covariance matrix can be obtained [29]. Random nuclear data libraries that
fall within differential experimental data uncertainties are accepted while those
that do not fulfil this criterion are rejected. In order to cover nuclear reac-
tions for the entire energy region from thermal up to 20 MeV, non-TALYS data
such as average number of fission neutrons, fission neutron spectra and neu-
tron resonance data are added to TALYS results using auxiliary codes such as
the TARES code [30] for resonance parameters. Each random nuclear data file
contains a unique set of resonance parameters, reaction cross sections, angular
distributions etc. The random files generated are processed into ENDF format
using the TEFAL code [31] and then into ACE format with the NJOY99.336
processing code [32].

Fig. 1 shows 50 random 208Pb cross sections extracted from ACE files at 600K
as a function of energy for the following neutron induced reactions: (n,tot),
(n,el), (n,2n) and (n,γ) cross sections. These cross section are compared with
the 208Pb nuclear data from the ENDF/B-VII.1 nuclear data library. These
data were processed at the same temperature and with the same version of
the NJOY code (NJOY99.336) as the random files. From the figure, a spread
which comes from the variation of model parameters can be observed for the
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Figure 1: Random ACE cross sections as a function of energy for some neutron-induced
reactions on 208Pb. Results are compared with ENDF/B-VII.1 nuclear data library. Top left:
(n,tot), top right: (n,el), bottom left: (n,2n) and bottom left: (n,γ).

entire energy region for all the reaction channels presented. This is not surpris-
ing as each file contains a unique set of nuclear data. These files are used in
neutron transport codes to obtain distributions for different quantities such as
keff , temperature feedback coefficients, and kinetic parameters, etc. From these
distributions, statistical information such as means, variances and standard de-
viation can be inferred. The TMC method and its applications to nuclear reactor
systems and integral benchmarks have been presented extensively in dedicated
references [20, 29, 33, 34, 35]. It has been observed that this methodology opens
several perspectives for the understanding of basic nuclear physics and for the
evaluation of risk assessment of advanced nuclear systems [33]. To reduce calcu-
lation time, a faster method called the ”fast TMC” was developed and presented
in Ref. [36]. This method has been utilized in Refs. [19, 21, 37] for nuclear data
uncertainty analyses. Also, a preliminary attempt to quantify fission yield un-
certainties and their impact on GEN-IV systems using the TMC method, has
been investigated and presented in Ref. [38].
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3. Application case

The application case used for this study is the European Lead-Cooled Train-
ing Reactor (ELECTRA), a conceptual 0.5 MW lead cooled reactor fueled
with (Pu,Zr)N with an estimated average neutron flux at beginning of life of
6.3× 1013n/cm2s and a radial peaking factor of 1.45 [22]. The fuel composition
was chosen such that the Pu vector resembles a typical spent fuel of a pres-
surized water reactor UOX fuel with a burnup of 43 GWd/tonne, which was
allowed to cool for four years before reprocessing with an additional two years
storage before loading into the ELECTRA core. The extra storage time after
reprocessing gives the initial fuel vector realistic levels of Am, which is a product
from beta decay of 241Pu [22]. The fuel composition is made up of 60% mol of
ZrN and 40% mol of PuN. ELECTRA is cooled by pure lead. The objective is
to achieve a 100 % heat removal via natural convection while ensuring enough
power density to keep the coolant in a liquid state. The core is hexagonally
shaped with an active core height of 30 cm and consists of 397 fuel rods. Reac-
tivity compensation is achieved by the rotation of absorbing drums made up of
B4C enriched to 90% in 10B, having a pellet density of 2.2 g/cm3 [22]. Because
of the hard spectrum, ELECTRA has a relatively small negative Doppler con-
stant. However, the presence of a large negative coolant temperature coefficient
makes it possible to manage reactivity transients.

4. Benchmark cases

The benchmarks used in this work were taken from the International Hand-
book of Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments (ICSBEP) [4].
Benchmarks experiments are categorized according to their fissile media (Plu-
tonium, HEU, LEU etc.), their physical form (metal, compound, solution etc.),
their neutron energy spectrum (thermal, intermediate, fast and mixed spectra)
and a three digit reference number. In this work, four types of benchmarks were
used: PU-MET-FAST (Plutonium Metallic Fast), PU-MET-INTER (Plutonium
Metallic Intermediate), HEU-MET-FAST (Highly enriched uranium Metallic
Fast) and LEU-COMP-THERM (Low enriched uranium Compound Thermal)
systems. The benchmarks, the evaluated benchmark uncertainties, their case
numbers together with the isotopes varied under each case are presented in
Table 1.

5. Selecting benchmarks

A step by step algorithm of the benchmark selection methodology proposed
in this work is presented in a flow chart in Fig. 2; more details are described in
the text.

The basic steps involved are:

(1) Generation of random nuclear data libraries. It should be noted that while
the methodology presented in this work hinges on random files produced with
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Table 1: Criticality safety benchmarks used in this work with their case numbers, the evalu-
ated benchmark uncertainty and the isotopes varied in the TMC method (Each isotope was
varied one after the other). These benchmarks were obtained from the International Handbook
of Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments (ICSBEP) [4]. PU-MET-FAST stands
for Plutonium Metallic Fast, PU-MET-INTER for Plutonium Metallic Intermediate, HEU-
MET-FAST for Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) Metallic Fast and LEU-COMP-THERM
for Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) Compound Thermal benchmarks. The evaluated bench-
mark uncertainties for the HEU-MET-FAST-057 cases used in this work are the maximum
uncertainties in the keff given in Ref. [4].

Benchmark category Case
Evaluated Benchmark
uncertainty [pcm]

Varied isotopes

PU-MET-FAST-001 (case 1) 200 239,240,241Pu
PU-MET-FAST-002 (case 1) 200 239,240,241Pu
PU-MET-FAST-005 (case 1) 130 239,240,241Pu
PU-MET-FAST-008 (case 1) 60 239,240,241Pu
PU-MET-FAST-009 (case 1) 270 239,240,241Pu
PU-MET-FAST-010 (case 1) 180 239,240,241Pu
PU-MET-FAST-011 (case 1) 100 239,240,241Pu
PU-MET-FAST-012 (case 1) 100 239,240,241Pu
PU-MET-FAST-013 (case 1) 100 239,240,241Pu
PU-MET-FAST-035 (case 1) 160 206,207,208Pb, 239,240Pu
PU-MET-INTER-002 (case 1) 50 239,240,241Pu
HEU-MET-FAST-027 (case 1) 250 206,207,208Pb, 235,238U
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 1) 200 206,207,208Pb, 235,238U
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 2) 230 206,207,208Pb, 235,238U
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 3) 320 206,207,208Pb, 235,238U
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 4) 400 206,207,208Pb, 235,238U
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 5) 190 206,207,208Pb, 235,238U
HEU-MET-FAST-064 (case 1) 80 206,207,208Pb, 235,238U
LEU-COMP-THERM-010 (case 1) 210 206,207,208Pb, 235,238U
LEU-COMP-THERM-017 (case 1) 310 206,207,208Pb, 235,238U

the TMC method, the concept is in principle, independent of the method used
for random files generation. There are several approaches available for random
nuclear data production. One such approach is the TMC methodology [29]
presented earlier, where a large set of random nuclear data libraries for differ-
ent nuclides are produced by varying nuclear model parameters in the nuclear
reactions code TALYS within predetermined widths derived from comparison
with experimental data. These random files are processed into ENDF-6 format
using the TEFAL code. This approach has e.g the advantage that valuable feed-
backs can be given to nuclear reaction models for model improvement. Also,
a number of other approaches exist based on Monte Carlo sampling of nuclear
data inputs based on covariance information that come with new nuclear data
evaluations. One such method has been implemented in the AREVA GmbH
code NUDUNA (NUclear Data UNcertainty Analysis) [39]. With this method,
nuclear input parameters are first randomly sampled according to a multivari-
ate distribution model, based on covariance data. A large set of random data
are generated and used for the computation of different observables such as
the keff for example. This method can include uncertainties of multiplicities,
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(5)  USE benchmark B for reactor 
calculation and code validation     

 

(1) Random  Nuclear Data (ND) libraries  for 
isotope j (TENDL project) 

(2) Process random ND with eg. NJOY 

(3) Perform calculation with random ND files for reactor  
application (application case)  

(3) Perform calculation with random ND  files for  
benchmark,  B   (benchmark case) 

Yes 

No 

1+= BB
(4) R > 0.3 

(4) Use benchmark B for nuclear data 
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(5) SB > 0.3 
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(6) Correlation based sensitivity 
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Figure 2: Flow chart diagram for the benchmark selection process. Random nuclear data
files obtained from the TENDL project for the isotope j, are processed into ACE format and
used for calculations with the benchmark and the application case. Based on the Pearson
correlation coefficient, benchmarks are selected for nuclear data uncertainty reduction while
a similarity index is used for selecting benchmarks for reactor code validations. More details
are presented in the the text.

resonance parameters, fast neutron cross sections, angular distributions etc.
Another method is the GRS method implemented in the SUSA (Software for
Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis) code. With this method, random grouped
cross sections are generated from existing covariance files [40] and propagated
to reactor macroscopic parameters. Similarly, in Ref. [41], a stochastic sampling
method for quantifying nuclear data uncertainties is accomplished by utilizing
perturbed ACE formatted nuclear data generated using multigroup nuclear data
covariance information. This approach has been implemented successfully in the
NUSS tool [41]. In another study, the SharkX tool [42] under development at
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the PSI, was used in combination with the CASMO-5 code [43] for uncertainty
quantification and sensitivity analysis. Cross sections, fission spectrum, neutron
multiplicity, decay constants as well as fission yields are perturbed based on sta-
tistical sampling methods. In this work however, the random nuclear data were
produced using the TMC method.

(2) The next step is the processing of the random nuclear data libraries pro-
duced, into usable formats for nuclear reactor codes. Normally, for use in Monte
Carlo codes such as SERPENT [44] or MCNP [45], the following sequence of
modules of the NJOY processing code: MODER-RECONR-BROADR-UNRESR-
HEATR-PURR-ACER is used to convert the ENDF-6 formatted random nu-
clear data into the ACE format. For use in deterministic codes such as DRAGON,
the random nuclear data files must be processed into group-wise format using
e.g. the following sequence of the NJOY code: RECONR-BROADR-UNRESR-
THERMR-GROUPR-WIMSR

(3) The third step is to perform simulations for the application case and one
or several benchmark cases using the same set of random nuclear data. The
application case is defined as the reactor system under consideration - for this,
a model of the system with full geometry, concentrations, isotopic compositions
etc. is required. The benchmark case is either a criticality, reactor physics or
shielding benchmark which are available in various handbooks such as the ICS-
BEP, IRPHE and SINBAD. To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed
method, only criticality benchmarks from the ICSBEP handbook were used in
this work. For simulation purposes, the geometry type, material composition
and neutron spectrum of benchmarks should be taken into consideration. Since
most reactor spectra cut across a wide range of energies, this methodology can
be considered novel as it offers the possibility of quantifying the relationships
and similarities between application cases and benchmarks as well as between
different benchmarks.

(4) As a next step, correlations between reactor parameters such as the keff for
the application case against one or several benchmark, and correlations between
different benchmarks can be extracted and observed. In Fig. 3, an example of
a correlation plot between the pmf8c1 (PU-MET-FAST-008 case 1) benchmark
and application case (ELECTRA) due to 239Pu nuclear data variation is pre-
sented. As can be seen from the figure, a strong correlation (R=0.92) is recorded
between the application and benchmark case. The correlation coefficient com-
puted between the keff values of the application case and the benchmark can be
expressed as:

R =

n∑
i=1

(kapp
eff(i) − k

app
eff )(kBeff(i) − kBeff)

(n− 1)σkapp
eff
σkBeff

(1)

where n is the number of random nuclear data files, kapp
eff and kBeff are the keff

values for the ith random file for the application case and the benchmark respec-

tively, kapp
eff and kBeff are their mean values and σkappeff

and σkBeff are their standard
deviations. The correlation computed between the application case and the
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benchmark gives an indication of how relevant a benchmark is for the reduc-
tion of nuclear data uncertainty of a particular isotope. By using R, we ensure
that a benchmark with for example, a 100% 239Pu composition and a perfect
match in spectra with the application case, will be a better candidate for the
reduction of 239Pu nuclear data uncertainty of the application case compared
to a benchmark with similar amounts of 239Pu with the application case but
with different spectra. As a rule of the thumb, a limit of R > 0.3 is set for the
correlation coefficient as can be seen from Fig. 2. This limit has however been
chosen arbitrary. A high R indicates that, the spectrum between the two sys-
tems under investigation are similar. It also gives an indication that, the ratio
between the fission and the absorption cross-section for the isotope under study
for a particular benchmark is representative for the overall fission/absorption
ratio of the application case. Other aspects such as leakage patterns can also
affect R. These observations have been made in the case where the keff is used
as the response parameter in both the benchmark and the application case.
Besides a high correlation coefficient, a benchmark needs to be sensitive to the
response parameter under consideration and must have a combined benchmark
uncertainty as small as possible as discussed further in section 6.
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Figure 3: Example of correlation between the pmf8c1 (PU-MET-FAST-008 case 1) bench-
mark and application case (ELECTRA) due to the variation of 239Pu nuclear data. ’c’ denotes
the case of the benchmark. The Pearson correlation coefficient computed, R=0.92.

(5) Benchmarks used for real reactor calculations and code validation purposes
must be similar in both spectra and material composition. Therefore, to mea-
sure the similarity between the application case and the benchmark, a Simi-
larity Index (SB) express as the product of the Pearson correlation coefficient
(R) computed in Eq. 1 and the ratio between the variance of the benchmark to
the variance of the application case for a particular varied isotope, is proposed.
This is done since R alone does not contain the absolute value of the variation,
and by itself does not specify the importance of the variation.

It has been observed that by using the correlation coefficient, one mostly evalu-
ates the similarity in neutron spectrum and not so much in nuclide composition
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- strong correlations could be obtained between two systems even if the amount
of a particular isotope for a particular system was very small for systems that
exhibits similar spectra. For example, pmf5c1 (PU-MET-FAST-005 case 1) is a
plutonium metallic benchmark with a fast spectrum. Its isotopic composition is
as follows: 94.79 / 4.90 / 0.31 [at. %] of 239Pu, 240Pu and 241Pu respectively [4].
ELECTRA on the other hand is a plutonium fuelled fast spectrum reactor with
the following TRU vector: (238−242Pu, 241Am: 3.5/ 51.9 / 23.8 / 11.7 / 7.9
/ 1.2 [at. %]) at Beginning of Life (BOL) [22]. In Fig. 4, a correlation plot
between the pmf5c1 (PU-MET-FAST-005 case 1) benchmark and application
case (ELECTRA) due to the variation of 241Pu nuclear data is presented. Even
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Figure 4: Example of correlation between the pmf5c1 (PU-MET-FAST-005 case 1) bench-
mark and application case (ELECTRA) due to the variation of 241Pu nuclear data. ’c’ denotes
the case of the benchmark. The Pearson correlation coefficient computed, R=0.70.

though the pmf5c1 benchmark contain relatively small amount of 241Pu (0.31
at. % compared to 11.7 at. % for ELECTRA), a moderately strong correlation
coefficient of 0.7 was obtained between the two systems due to the variation of
241Pu nuclear data. This strong correlation could be attributed to the similar
spectra exhibited by the two systems. To include the contribution from the iso-
topic composition and the sensitivity of the response parameter to the variation
of nuclear data, a similarity index is proposed and presented in Eq. 2 and 3.

Given two sequences of reactor calculations expressed as: X = (xi : i = 1, ..., xn)
and Y = (yi : i = 1, ..., yn), where X and Y are a collection of reactor response
parameter variables computed for the application case and the benchmark re-
spectively with n random files.

The goal is to identify benchmarks with similarity in neutron spectrum, iso-
topic composition and consequently a similarity in reaction rates with a reactor
application system. To include the contribution from both the isotopic compo-
sition and neutron spectrum, the similarity index (SB) which is a measure that
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5 SELECTING BENCHMARKS

quantifies the relationship between X and Y is expressed as:

SB = R×
(
V ar(Y )

V ar(X)

)
for V ar(Y ) ≤ V ar(X) (2)

where Var(Y), the variance of the benchmark case due to the variation of the
isotope under consideration, is used here as a measure of the importance of
a particular isotope in contributing to the overall uncertainty in the response
parameter such as the keff for example. Eq. 2 is valid for Var(Y) ≤ Var(X).
The ratio between Var(Y) and Var(X) is used for comparing the sensitivities
between the application and the benchmark due to the variation of a particular
isotope of interest. A high value signifies similar sensitivity to the variation of
a particular isotope for both the application and the benchmark case. In a case
where Var(Y) ≥ Var(X), Eq. 2 is modified as follows:

SB = R×
(
V ar(X)

V ar(Y )

)
for V ar(Y ) ≥ V ar(X) (3)

If the response parameter variables, X and Y are the keff values for the appli-
cation case and the benchmark respectively for example, R is given as Eq. 1.
Where the variance of a particular isotope for the benchmark is approximately
equal to that of the application case for the same isotope, the similarity index
given in Eq. 2 and 3, become equal to the Pearson correlation coefficient (R).
The similarity index is interpreted as a measure that quantifies the similarity
between the two systems and its value is given between +1 and -1.

For interpreting SB , we propose the following:

1. Very strong similarity: 0.7 ≤ SB ≤ 1.00

2. Strong similarity: 0.5 ≤ SB ≤ 0.69

3. weak similarity: 0.2 ≤ SB ≤ 0.49

4. Very weak similarity: SB ≤ 0.19

It should be noted however that, the ranges presented have been chosen arbi-
trarily. A high SB computed between the application case and the benchmark
case signifies a strong similarity between the two systems for the particular iso-
tope under consideration and thus, the benchmark can be selected as a good
representation of the reactor system under investigation for the validation of
reactor codes using the nuclear data of a particular isotope of interest as input.

(6) Finally, to identify which benchmarks are sensitive to particular nuclear re-
actions and partial cross sections such as (n,el) for example, a correlation based
sensitivity analysis is performed. This analysis is particularly important since
the cross sections that contribute the most to the variability of the response
parameter can be determined. Given a set of n random files, Pearson corre-
lation coefficients are computed between a reactor response parameter such as
the keff and a particular partial cross section averaged over a specific energy
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6 REDUCING NUCLEAR DATA UNCERTAINTY

group. In this work, the 44 energy group structure was used. Random files
obtained from the TENDL project were first linearized and reconstructed from
resonance parameters using the LINEAR and RECENT modules of the PRE-
PRO processing code [46]. The cross sections were then Doppler broadened and
collapsed into 44 energy groups using the SIGMA1 and the GROUPIE mod-
ules of the PREPRO code respectively. Correlation coefficients were computed
between the cross section for each energy group, and the reactor response pa-
rameter between the 0 - 20 MeV energy range for different reaction channels.
These correlations are interpreted as representing the relationship between a
particular partial cross section and a reactor response parameter of interest. A
high positive correlation coefficient signifies a strong sensitivity/importance of
a particular partial cross section to the variance of a particular response pa-
rameter for a designated incident energy group. It must be noted here that,
this method only takes into consideration the ’main effect’ contribution of each
partial cross section to the response variance. The influence from interactions
between different partial cross sections are neglected. It has been observed in
Ref. [34] that energy-energy correlations could have significant impact on the
correlations computed. The method has been utilized and presented in more
detail in Refs. [24, 29, 34, 47].

6. Reducing nuclear data uncertainty

The current nuclear data uncertainties observed in reactor safety parameters
for some nuclides call for safety concerns especially with respect to the design of
GEN-IV reactors and should therefore be reduced further [48]. In this work, two
approaches for reducing nuclear data uncertainties using a set of integral safety
benchmarks obtained from the ICSBEP Handbook [4]: a binary accept/reject
method and an uncertainty reduction approach using the likelihood function
are proposed. In Fig. 5, a flow chart depicting the nuclear data uncertainty re-
duction process is presented. From the figure, model calculations are compared
with differential experimental data and a specific a priori uncertainty is assigned
to each model parameter. By varying the model parameters all together within
the model parameter uncertainties, a full covariance matrix is obtained with its
off-diagonal elements if desired [29]. In this way, differential experimental data
serves as a first level of constraint for the model parameters used in the TALYS
code.

Even though differential experimental data together with their uncertainties
are included (implicitly) in the production of these random nuclear data files
in the TMC methodology, wide spreads in parameter distributions (known here
as the ’prior distribution’) have been observed, leading to large uncertainties
in reactor parameters for some nuclides for the European Lead Cooled Train-
ing Reactor [19, 47]. Due to safety concerns and the development of GEN-IV
reactors with their challenging technological goals [2] however, these uncertain-
ties should be reduced significantly. To accomplish the goal of further reducing
nuclear data uncertainties, an additional constraint using criticality benchmark
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Physical model parameters:
TALYS based system (T6)

1st level of constraint:
Differential data

A large set of acceptable
Nuclear data (ND) libraries

2nd level of constraint
Integral benchmarks

Assign weights to ran-
dom ND libraries

Weighted random ND libraries

Uncertainty propagation

Figure 5: Flow chart diagram depicting the nuclear data uncertainty reduction process. In-
tegral benchmarks are proposed as a second level of constraint in the TMC methodology.
Feedback from updated parameter distributions after introducing experimental constraints
can be given to model calculations for possible improvement.

experiments as seen in Fig. 5, is proposed. We narrow the wide spreads observed
in the prior distribution around a benchmark value for a specific reactor sys-
tem, referred here to as the application case and thereby reducing nuclear data
uncertainty in the process. Two methods are proposed: a binary accept/reject
method and a method of assigning file weights based on the likelihood function
and presented in the following subsections. In this work, the benchmarks are
used with a specific isotope one at a time, and the deviation between the evalu-
ated benchmark value and the calculation is used as a criteria to determine how
good our random files are.

6.1. Benchmark Uncertainty

In Ref. [24], the acceptance interval (FE) and weights (wi) were computed
taken into consideration only the evaluated benchmark uncertainty (σE) given
in Ref. [4]. This uncertainty normally contains information on uncertainties in
geometry, material compositions, experimental setup etc., nuclear data uncer-
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tainties were not taken into account. However, uncertainties from geometrical
modeling of the benchmark in e.g. MCNPX, the calculation bias, the uncer-
tainties from statistics (in the case of a Monte Carlo code) and the uncertainties
in nuclear data of all isotopes contained in the benchmarks have impact on the
calculation of the response parameter of the benchmark. To use a benchmark
to reduce uncertainties therefore, we take these uncertainties into account by
computing a combined benchmark uncertainty given as:

σ2
B,j = σ2

E + σ2
C,j (4)

where σC , the uncertainty in the calculation that takes into account the un-
certainties in nuclear data of all isotopes within the benchmark other than the
isotope whose uncertainty is being reduced, the uncertainties from geometri-
cal modeling, the computational bias and the uncertainties from statistics is
expressed as:

σ2
C,j =

∑
over all p,
where p6=j

σ2
ND,p + σ2

calc,bias + σ2
geo,mod + σ2

stat (5)

where p is the index for the different isotopes contained in the benchmark, σND,p
is the nuclear data uncertainty of the benchmark for pth isotope and j is the
isotope which we currently try to reduce its nuclear data uncertainty, σcalc,bias
which is the computational bias, takes into account the uncertainty from the
numerical methods used to solve the transport equation, σgeo,mod is the geo-
metrical modeling uncertainties, σstat is the statistical uncertainty in the case
where a Monte Carlo code is used. In this work however, only σND,p was consid-
ered. Since enough computational time was invested to achieve small statistical
uncertainties, the statistical uncertainty term was neglected. Similarly, because
the integral experiments are clean and simple benchmarks, it was assumed in
this work that the geometries of the benchmarks were modelled to a very high
degree of accuracy and therefore the uncertainties due to geometrical modeling
was neglected. Since the much validated Monte Carlo code (MCNPX) was used
in this work, the computational bias term was assumed small and not included
in this work.

If we consider reducing 239Pu nuclear data uncertainties using the pmf1c1 (PU-
MET-FAST-001 case 1) benchmark which has the following isotopic composi-
tion: 95.2 at.% 239Pu, 4.5 at.% 240Pu, 0.3 at.% 241Pu and 1.02 wt.% of gallium;
neglecting cross correlation between isotopes, and neglecting also the calculation
bias, statistical and geometrical modeling uncertainties, Eq. 4 becomes:

σ2
B,239Pu = σ2

E + σ2
ND(240Pu) + σ2

ND(241Pu) + σ2
ND(Ga) (6)

where σB,239Pu is the nuclear data uncertainty of the isotope for which we
want to reduce its uncertainty - in this particular case 239Pu; σND(240Pu),
σND(241Pu) and σND(Ga) are the nuclear data uncertainties of the other pluto-
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nium isotopes and gallium contained in the pmf1c1 benchmark respectively. In
this work however, since the pmf1c1 benchmark is dominated by uncertainties
of the fissionable nuclides, σND(Ga) was not taken into account.

6.2. Binary Accept/Reject method

It was demonstrated earlier in Ref. [19] that, by setting a more stringent
criteria for accepting random files based on integral benchmark information,
nuclear data uncertainty could be reduced further. In Ref. [19] however, arbi-
trary χ2 limits were set on accepting random files using criticality benchmarks
without including evaluated benchmark uncertainty information. As an im-
provement to this method, benchmark uncertainty information was included to
the uncertainty process by computing an acceptance interval which was propor-
tional to the benchmark uncertainty and presented in Ref. [24]. The method
made use of prior information included in the random nuclear data libraries
produced using the TALYS based system, which implicitly included nuclear
data covariance information from differential experiments. The nuclear data
uncertainties in the observed prior were then further reduced by constraining
the files using evaluated benchmark uncertainty information by calculating an
acceptance band (FE), which constituted the ’a posteriori’ uncertainties on the
response parameters.

By introducing a proportionality constant equal to the inverse of the Pearson
correlation coefficient computed between the application case and the bench-
mark, we were able to assign smaller acceptance intervals to strongly correlated
benchmarks while weakly correlated benchmarks were assigned with larger in-
tervals. In this work, a similar approach is presented but instead of contraining
the random files with an acceptance band that only take the evaluated bench-
mark uncertainty into consideration, we calculate FE using instead, a combined
benchmark uncertainty given in Eq. 4.

6.2.1. Acceptance interval (FE)

To include benchmark uncertainty information, we propose an acceptance
interval (FE) which is directly proportional to the combined benchmark uncer-
tainty (σB,j) for the jth isotope, given in Eq. 4:

FE ∝ σB,j (7)

By introducing a proportionality constant κ which defines the magnitude of
the spread and given as the inverse of the Pearson correlation coefficient (R)
computed between the benchmark and the application case, Eq. 7 becomes:

FE = κσB,j (8)

where κ is expressed as:

κ =
1

|R|
(9)
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For the practical implementation of the binary accept/reject method, we con-
sider the following: If i denotes the random files (random nuclear data) and
keff(i), a probability distribution function bounded by an acceptance band [−FE ,
+FE ]. Let the maximum value of keff(i) be denoted by kMax

eff = kBeff,exp +FE and

the minimum value, kMin
eff = kBeff,exp−FE , where kBeff,exp is the evaluated exper-

imental benchmark value. If an acceptance range is defined as kMin
eff ≤ keff(i) ≤

kMax
eff , any random file i that falls within this range is accepted as a realization

of keff(i) and therefore is assigned a binary value of one while those that do not
meet this criteria take binary values of zero and are therefore rejected.

A posterior distribution in a parameter of interest (keff for example) can be
obtained (using the accepted files) together with their mean and standard devi-
ation which normally, should be narrower in spread than the prior distribution.
In Fig. 6, a correlation plot example between the application case (ELECTRA)
and the 239Pu Jezebel benchmark is presented showing the evaluated bench-
mark keff value and the corresponding acceptance band (FE).
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Figure 6: keff correlation plot between ELECTRA and the 239Pu Jezebel benchmark showing
the acceptance band (FE). A correlation coefficient of R=0.84 with a corresponding similarity
index (SB = 0.50) and an acceptance band FE= ±525 pcm were obtained.

By setting κ = 1/|R|, we assign smaller acceptance intervals (FE) to strongly
correlated benchmarks while weakly correlated benchmarks are assigned with
larger acceptance intervals (FE). In theory, κ could have been set to 1 for all
benchmarks implying that all the benchmarks have the same weights. However,
letting κ > 1, is a more conservative method and in practice, less weights are
given to benchmarks with weak correlation to the application case. We choose
to accept a lot more random files for the weakly correlated benchmarks because
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Figure 7: keff distribution due to the variation of 239Pu nuclear data after implementing the
binary accept/reject method. The prior represents the distribution obtained from using dif-
ferential data only and the posterior represents the distribution after including 239Pu Jezebel
benchmark information.

such benchmark(s) are not a true reflection of the application case. Even though
some of these random files might contain large errors for example in the thermal
region, this effect will be relatively small in the fast region where the application
case (ELECTRA) is used. For example, if there exists a perfect match in spec-
tra (R = 1) between an application case and a particular benchmark, this will
give a κ = 1 implying that random files that fall within 1σB of the combined
benchmark uncertainty are accepted, similarly a benchmark with a correlation
coefficient of R = 0.5, gives an acceptance interval of 2σB . In Fig. 7, the keff

distribution due to the variation of 239Pu nuclear data after implementing the
binary accept/reject method based on the pmf1c1 (PU-MET-FAST-001 case 1)
benchmark information. Two distributions can be observed in the figure: the
prior distribution (deep blue) represents the distribution without benchmark in-
formation and the posterior (light blue) distribution represents the distribution
obtained after including benchmark experimental information.

There are however possible drawbacks to this methodology:

1) For this method to be applicable, correlation coefficients between the applica-
tion case and the benchmarks must be known and this involves a large number
of reactor calculations and hence, computational time. This problem can how-
ever be solved by establishing a lookup validation database with information on
random files performance on a wide range of different benchmark cases.

2) There is also the possibility of running into a situation where the number of
random files that lie within FE are so small that the uncertainty of the nuclear
data uncertainty computed for the posterior distribution becomes very large.
In such a situation, valuable feedback information is given to the prior for a
further reduction of sampling widths used in sampling model parameters in the
TALYS code.
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6.2.2. Convergence of the first 4 moments

Because we reject some of the random nuclear data files in subsection 6.2,
the convergence of the posterior keff distributions obtained after implementing
the binary accept/reject method were determined by computing the first four
moments of the distribution as a function of random sampling of nuclear data.
These convergence and consistency verifications of cross sections probability
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Figure 8: An illustration of convergence for the posterior keff after implementing the binary
accept/reject method in the case of varying 239Pu nuclear data using the pmf5c1 (case 1)
benchmark information. The first four moments of the distribution are presented: mean (top
lift), the standard deviation σ(keff) (top left), the skewness (bottom left) and the kurtosis
(bottom right).

distributions are important to ensure that the final keff converges and that
enough random nuclear data libraries are used. Another approach to determine
the convergence of random files is to compute the uncertainty of the uncertainty
in nuclear data for each isotope and for each reactor response parameter as
presented in Refs. [34, 37]. This approach has also been used in this work. In
Fig. 8, an illustration of the convergence of the posterior keff obtained after
implementing the binary accept/reject method in the case of varying 239Pu
nuclear data is presented. ELECTRA was used as the application case while
the pmf5c1 (case 1) was used as the benchmark case. From the figure, small
fluctuations can be observed in the convergence toward the final keff values (top
left), the associated standard deviation σ(keff) (top right), the skewness (bottom
left) and the kurtosis (bottom right) as a function of sample numbers.
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6.3. Reducing uncertainty using the likelihood function

A more rigorous method is to base the uncertainty reduction on the like-
lihood function. Calibration of nuclear data using differential or integral ex-
perimental information has been performed by many authors (Refs. [8, 49, 50,
51, 52]). In Ref. [52], file weights proportional to the likelihood function were
assigned to the TENDL random files:

wi =
e−

1
2χ

2
i

e−
1
2χ

2
min

(10)

where i is the random file number, wi is the weight for the random file i. Ex-
perimental uncertainties and their correlations were included by computing a
generalized χ2

i which takes into consideration the differential experimental co-
variance matrix and their correlations for the random file i. The statistical
justification for using these weights has been outlined in Ref. [52]. Similar
approaches have also been used within the Unified Monte Carlo method as de-
scribed in Refs.[53, 54, 55].

A similar approach is applied to nuclear data uncertainty reduction for reactor
safety parameters by introducing integral benchmark experiment information
as an additional constraint in the Total Monte Carlo chain. Using TENDL ran-
dom nuclear data libraries as our prior, file weights are assigned to each random
file depending on their quality with respect to a benchmark value. Similar to
the binary accept/reject case, the correlation between the benchmark and the
application case is taken into account by introducing the Pearson correlation
(R) as presented in Eq. 11:

wi,j =
e−

1
2χ

2
i |R|

e−
1
2χ

2
min|R|

(11)

where χ2 is expressed by:

χ2
i,j =

(kBeff(i) − k
B
eff,exp)2

σ2
B,j

(12)

where, σ2
B,j is the combined benchmark uncertainty for the benchmark B for

the jth isotope whose nuclear data uncertainty is being reduced, is given in
Eq. 4; kBeff(i) is the calculated benchmark value for the ith random file and kBeff

is the evaluated experimental benchmark value. Introducing the correlation co-
efficient (R) into Eq. 11 is a compromise between acquiring good accuracy and
still preserve random files in the case where there is a weak correlation between
the systems. When the weights have been computed, the weighted moments of
the distributions can be calculated.

The advantage of this method is that no information is discarded and the full
information from the benchmarks and the application case are used when eval-
uating the ND uncertainty distributions, since the tails are not cut as they are
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in the binary accept/reject method outlined in section 6.2. The downside to
this method is however that, given that model parameters are sampled from
a wide probability distribution, a number of unlikely parameter combinations
with very small weights will be produced. This will result in longer processing
and reactor calculations time. To address this, the use of Russian roulette, has
been used in Ref. [52].

6.4. Simulations

For the variation of nuclear data, 300 random files of 239Pu, 240Pu, 241Pu
and 300 random files of 206Pb, 207Pb, 208Pb, 235U and 238U were used in this
work. Each isotope was varied one after the other while all other isotopes
were maintained as the JEFF-3.1 for ELECTRA and ENDF/B-VII.0 for the
benchmarks. These libraries were used because the were the reference libraries
that came with the versions of the SERPENT [44] and MCNPX [45] codes used
in this work. For the application case (ELECTRA), criticality calculations were
performed for a total of 500 keff cycles with 50,000 source neutrons corresponding
to 25 million particle histories (with an average statistical uncertainty of 22
pcm) using the SERPENT code version 1.1.17 [44]. For the benchmark cases,
simulations were performed using the MCNPX code version 2.5 [45] with 5000
neutron particles for 500 criticality cycles skipping the first 10 cycles which
resulted in an average statistical uncertainty of 47 pcm for the 208Pb case and
43 pcm for the 240Pu case. The seed of the MCNPX code was changed for
each random run using the DBCN card. The calculation time for one random
file calculation with, e.g., the 239Pu case, takes typically 1.65 minutes for the
pmf2c1 benchmark case while it takes 293 CPU seconds for the application case
(ELECTRA). It takes typically 13.89 minutes for the 208Pb in the case of the
hmf57c2 benchmark.

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

7.1. Benchmark selection: Application against Benchmark correlations

As a consequence of the benchmark selection methodology proposed, several
correlations can be observed and quantified. These correlations are important
for nuclear data adjustments, for criticality studies [23] and for nuclear data un-
certainty reduction. To measure the similarity between two systems for reactor
code validation purposes, a similarity index has been proposed in this work. The
computation of the Pearson correlation coefficient is a first step to calculating
the similarity index. The correlations between the application case and one or
several benchmarks are used in this work for nuclear data uncertainty reduction
as presented earlier.

In Fig. 9, correlations between the application (ELECTRA) vs. benchmark
(PU-MET-FAST) cases due to the variation of 239Pu nuclear data are pre-
sented. In the top left of the figure: pmf1c1 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.85), top
right: pmf2c1 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.83), bottom left: pmf5c1 vs. ELECTRA
(R=0.93) and bottom right: pmf8c1 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.93) are presented (’c’
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denotes the case of the benchmark). Strong positive correlations are observed
between ELECTRA and the benchmarks with the highest correlation coefficient
(R=0.93) recorded between ELECTRA and the pmf5c1 benchmark. This could
be attributed to the strong similarity in spectra exhibited by ELECTRA and
the ’pmf’ benchmarks. Also, ELECTRA and the benchmark cases under con-
sideration are sensitive to the variation of 239Pu nuclear data. Furthermore, the
high correlations obtained give an indication that the fission/absorption ratio
of the benchmarks are representative of the application case (ELECTRA).
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Figure 9: Correlation between the application (ELECTRA) and benchmark cases due to
the variation of 239Pu nuclear data. Top left: pmf1c1 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.85), top right:
pmf2c1 benchmark vs. ELECTRA (R=0.83), bottom left: pmf5c1 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.93)
and bottom right: pmf8c1 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.93). ’c’ denotes the case of the benchmark.
300 random 239Pu nuclear data were used.

In Fig. 10, examples of correlation between the application case (ELECTRA)
and four different benchmarks due to variation of 240Pu nuclear data are pre-
sented. Similar to Fig. 9, high correlations can be observed in Fig. 10 between
ELECTRA and all the benchmarks. These high correlations are a result of
the similar neutron spectra exhibited by the two systems. ELECTRA and the
benchmarks are also sensitive to the variation of 240Pu nuclear data.

In Figs. 11 and 12, correlation plots are presented between the application
(ELECTRA) and the HEU-MET-FAST and LEU-COM-THERM benchmarks
respectively due to the variation of 208Pb nuclear data. The reflectors of these
benchmarks are made of lead, therefore by varying 208Pb in both the application
and benchmark cases, correlations can be observed. From Fig. 11, strong corre-
lations can be observed between the application case and the HEU-MET-FAST
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Figure 10: Correlation plots between the application (ELECTRA) and benchmark cases due
to the variation of 240Pu nuclear data. Top left: pmf1c1 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.94), top right:
pmf2c1 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.97), bottom left: pmf5c1 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.97) and bottom
right: pmf8c1 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.96). ’c’ denotes the case of the benchmark. 300 random
240Pu nuclear data were used.
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Figure 11: Correlation plots between benchmark and application case (ELECTRA) due
to the variation of 208Pb nuclear data. Top left: hmf57c1 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.995), top
right: hmf57c2 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.995), bottom left: hmf64c1 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.996)
and bottom right: hmf27c1 case 1 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.992). ’c’ denotes the case of the
benchmark. 300 random 208Pb nuclear data were used.
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Figure 12: Correlation plots between benchmark and application case (ELECTRA) due to
208Pb nuclear data variation. Top left: lct10c1 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.78), top right: lct10
vs. ELECTRA (R=0.72), bottom left: lct10c21 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.67) and bottom right:
lct17c1 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.75). ’c’ denotes the case of the benchmark. 300 random 208Pb
nuclear data were used.

(hmf) benchmark cases. These high correlations are a result of similarity in neu-
tron spectrum between ELECTRA and the hmf benchmarks. Correlation plots
between LEU-COMP-THERM (lct) benchmarks and the application (ELEC-
TRA) due to 208Pb nuclear data variation are presented in Fig. 12; top left:
lct10c1 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.78), top right: lct10c2 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.72),
bottom left: lct10c21 vs. ELECTRA (R=0.67) and bottom right: lct17c1 vs.
ELECTRA (R=0.75). Moderately strong correlation coefficients were obtained
between the application and the benchmark cases as can be seen from the figure.
This is not surprising since the spectra of both ELECTRA and the benchmarks
cut across both thermal and fast energy regions.

7.2. Benchmark selection: Similarity indices

In Table 2, similarity indices computed between ELECTRA and a set of
plutonium sensitive benchmarks due to the variation of 239,240,241Pu nuclear
data are presented. The results shown in brackets in the table represent the
strength of similarity between the application (ELECTRA) and the benchmarks.
From the table, strong similarity indices were recorded between ELECTRA and
pmf1c1, pmf2c1, pmf5c1, pmf8c1, pmf9c1, pmf10c1, pmf12c1, pmf13c1 in the
case of 239Pu nuclear data variation with the highest similarity index (SB=0.73)
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occurring between ELECTRA and the pmf11c1 benchmark. This is not surpris-
ing since a relatively high ratio of 0.84 was obtained between the variance of the
benchmark and that of ELECTRA due to the variation of 239Pu nuclear data.
This gives an indication that the two systems exhibit similar sensitivities to the
variation of 239Pu nuclear data. Beside the high variance ratio obtained, a high
correlation coefficient of 0.87 was also recorded, indicating that the benchmark
and ELECTRA exhibit similar spectra.

The similarity index takes into consideration the similarity in both neutron
spectrum and the sensitivity to nuclear data variation for the particular iso-
tope under consideration which also includes the isotopic composition. Even
though ELECTRA with a fast spectrum and significant amount of 239Pu has
a similar spectra with pmf1c1 and pmf2c1 for example, the plutonium isotopic
composition varies between ELECTRA and both benchmarks. ELECTRA has
the following plutonium composition: (238−242Pu: 3.5/ 51.9 / 23.8 / 11.7 / 7.9
[at. %]) at Beginning of Life (BOL) [22] while the pmf2c1 benchmark has the
following plutonium composition: (239−242Pu: 76.4/ 20.1 / 3.1 / 0.4 [at. % ])
compared to the plutonium composition of pmf1c1: (239−241Pu: 95.2/ 4.5 / 0.3
[at. %]). This accounts for the differences in the similarity indices computed
for the two benchmarks despite the similar correlation coefficients computed.
In the case of the variation of 240Pu and 241Pu nuclear data, very weak sim-
ilarity indices were recorded for all the benchmarks except in the case of the
pmf2c1 benchmark, where a strong similarity of 0.62 was obtained. This can
be attributed to the strong correlation coefficient (R=0.97) and the relatively
high variance ratio of 0.63 obtained between ELECTRA and the pmf2c1 bench-
mark which signifies a similarity in sensitivities to the variation of 240Pu nuclear
data for both systems (the pmf2c1 benchmark and ELECTRA contains similar
amounts of 240Pu: 20.1 [at. %] and 23.8 [at. %] respectively). Since the bench-
marks exhibit low sensitivity to 241Pu nuclear data, very weak similarity indices
were recorded in the case of 241Pu nuclear data variation for all the benchmarks.

In Table 3, a summary of similarity indices computed between ELECTRA and a
set of lead sensitive benchmarks using 208,207,206Pb nuclear data are presented.
Results in brackets represent the strength of similarity between the applica-
tion and the benchmarks. Strong similarity indices are recorded for hmf57c1
(SB=0.80), hmf57c2 (SB=0.76) and the hmf64c1 (SB=0.64) benchmark due to
the variation of 208Pb nuclear data. This is not surprising since high variance
ratios of 0.8, 0.77 and 0.64 were obtained between ELECTRA and the hmf57c1,
hmf57c2 and the hmf64c1 benchmarks respectively. High variance ratios (close
to 1) signifies that, the systems exhibit similar sensitivity to the variation of
nuclear data for the isotope under consideration. A very weak similarity index
was however obtained for the hmf27c1 (SB=0.25) benchmark. Even though a
high correlation was observed, the variance ratio computed between the hmf27c1
benchmark and ELECTRA was relatively small. Since the lct10c1 and lct17c1
are thermal benchmarks, very weak similarity indices were obtained. The weak
similarity indices obtained also give an indication that the lct benchmarks and
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Table 2: Table showing similarity indices computed between ELECTRA and a set of plu-
tonium sensitive benchmarks due to the variation of 239,240,241Pu nuclear data. Results in
brackets represent the strength of similarity between the application and the benchmarks
(1,2,3 and 4 represent very strong, strong, weak and very weak similarities respectively).
Only case 1 of each benchmark and 300 random 239Pu nuclear data were used. Note that,
PU-MET-FAST-035 does not contain 241Pu.

Benchmark category Si(
239Pu) Si(

240Pu) Si(
241Pu)

PU-MET-FAST-001 0.51 (2) 0.03 (4) 0.0008 (4)
PU-MET-FAST-002 0.70 (1) 0.62 (2) 0.04 (4)
PU-MET-FAST-005 0.57 (2) 0.03 (4) 0.001 (4)
PU-MET-FAST-008 0.58 (2) 0.03 (4) 0.0008 (4)
PU-MET-FAST-009 0.58 (2) 0.03 (4) 0.0008 (4)
PU-MET-FAST-010 0.62 (2) 0.03 (4) 0.0008 (4)
PU-MET-FAST-011 0.73 (1) 0.03 (4) 0.0008 (4)
PU-MET-FAST-012 0.59 (2) 0.007 (4) 0.0003 (4)
PU-MET-FAST-013 0.53 (2) 0.007 (4) -0.00006 (4)
PU-MET-FAST-035 0.17 (4) 0.005 (4) -
PU-MET-INTER-002 0.26 (3) 0.003 (4) 0.0005 (4)

ELECTRA do not have similar sensitivity to the variation of 208Pb nuclear data.
Since the highest similarity indices were recorded with the hmf57c1 and hmf57c2
benchmarks, these benchmarks can be considered as good candidates for reac-
tor code validation in the case of using 208Pb nuclear data as input. Very weak
similarities were however obtained between ELECTRA and the benchmarks in
the case of 207Pb and 206Pb nuclear data variation. This is not surprising since
all the benchmarks have weak sensitivities to the variation of 207Pb and 206Pb
nuclear data.

Table 3: Table showing similarity indices computed between ELECTRA and a set of lead
sensitive benchmarks due to the variation of 208,207,206Pb nuclear data. Results in brackets
represent the strength of similarity between the application and the benchmarks (1,2,3 and 4
represent very strong, strong, weak and very weak similarities respectively).

Benchmark category Case Si(
208Pb) Si(

207Pb) Si(
206Pb)

PU-MET-FAST-035 (case 1) 0.23 (3) -0.06 (4) -0.03 (4)
HEU-MET-FAST-027 (case 1) 0.25 (3) -0.01 (4) -0.02 (4)
HEU-MET-FAST-064 (case 1) 0.64 (2) -0.03 (4) -0.001 (4)
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 1) 0.80 (1) -0.06 (4) -0.04 (4)
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 2) 0.76 (1) -0.05 (4) -0.02 (4)
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 3) 0.68 (2) -0.03 (4) -0.02 (4)
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 4) 0.67 (2) -0.08 (4) 0.0004 (4)
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 5) 0.59 (2) -0.03 (4) -0.005 (4)
LEU-COMP-THERM-010 (case 1) 0.17 (4) 0.04 (4) 0.01 (4)
LEU-COMP-THERM-017 (case 1) 0.04 (4) 0.06 (4) 0.01 (4)
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7.3. Benchmark against Benchmark Correlations

In Fig. 13 and 14, correlation matrices computed between the different plu-
tonium metallic fast benchmarks denoted by ”pmf” due to the variation of 239Pu
and different lead sensitive benchmarks due to the variation of 208Pb nuclear
data are presented respectively. Very strong positive correlations are recorded
in Fig. 13 for all benchmarks with pmf1c1 (239Pu Jezebel) vs. pmf2c1 (240Pu
Jezebel) recording the highest value of 0.997. This signifies a strong similarity
in neutron spectrum between the benchmarks. Furthermore, it also gives an
indication that the ratio between the fission and the absorption cross-section of
the 239Pu nuclides are representative for all the benchmark cases under consid-
eration as mentioned earlier. In Fig. 14, very strong correlations are recorded
between the fast spectrum benchmarks due to 208Pb nuclear data variation while
moderately strong correlations are recorded between the thermal and the fast
benchmarks. This is not surprising since the fast benchmarks exhibit similar
spectra and are all sensitive to the variation of 208Pb nuclear data. The moder-
ately strong correlation coefficients recorded between the thermal and the fast
benchmarks could be attributed to differences in their spectra.
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Figure 13: Correlation matrix between selected plutonium sensitive benchmarks due to the
variation of 239Pu nuclear data. (pmf) denotes plutonium metallic fast benchmarks. Case 1
of each benchmark was used.

In the case of 241Pu nuclear data (diagram not shown), moderately strong corre-
lations were obtained for all the benchmarks. The relatively strong correlations
could be attributed to the similar spectra exhibited by all the benchmarks. It
should be noted here that, because of the small amounts of 241Pu content in
the pmf benchmarks used (except in the case of the pmf2c1 benchmark), the
variance due to 241Pu nuclear data could easily be dominated by statistics and
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therefore a large number of neutron histories and hence computational time was
required to achieve small statistical uncertainties.
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Figure 14: Correlation matrix between selected lead sensitive benchmarks due to the variation
of 208Pb nuclear data. ’c’ denotes the case of the benchmark.

7.4. Correlation based sensitivity measure

In Fig. 15, correlation plot between the keff and four benchmarks (pmf1c1,
pmf2c1, pmf5c1 and pmf8c1) and selected cross sections of 239Pu against in-
cident neutron energies are presented. As can be observed in Fig. 15, all the
benchmarks are strongly correlated with the (n,f) cross section with the high-
est correlation occurring at about 1 MeV. This is not surprising since the hard
neutron spectrum exhibited by all the pmf benchmarks and their high 239Pu
content, leads to a high probability for fission. Since fast benchmarks have a
small fraction of capture reactions, weak anti-correlations were observed be-
tween the (n,γ) cross section and the benchmarks for the entire incident energy
region as expected. Weak correlations were also observed for the (n,el) and the
(n,inl) cross sections. The weak correlations observed for the 239Pu (n,el) is as
a result of the low energy (n,el) scattering resonances which are found below
10−2 MeV. Since these are fast benchmarks with no moderation, the weak cor-
relations observed for the (n,inl) cross section is as expected. The correlations
between cross sections and the keff due to the variation of 208Pb nuclear data
for four reaction channels: (n,el), (n,inl), (n,γ), (n,2n), are given as a function of
incident neutron energy for the hmf27c1, hmf57c1, hmf64c1 and lct10c1 bench-
marks and presented in Fig. 16.

Since hmf27c1, hmf57c1 and hmf64c1 are fast benchmarks with similar spectra,
it was observed that they exhibited similar sensitivity to all the reaction chan-
nels under consideration e.g. a correlation coefficient of 0.4 is recorded at 1 keV
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Figure 15: Correlations between benchmark keff values and selected cross sections due to
the variation of 239Pu nuclear data. Correlation factors are computed between four reaction
channels: (n,el), (n,inl), (n,γ), (n,f) and the keff for the pmf1c1 (top left), pmf2c1 (top
right), pmf5c1 (bottom left) and pmf8c1 (bottom right) benchmarks against incident neutron
energies. ’c’ denotes the case of the benchmark.

which peaks at 400 keV (R=0.8) for the (n,el) cross section for all benchmarks.
With the lct10c1 benchmark however, a strong correlation coefficient of 0.84
was recorded at 1 keV which peaks at 100 keV (R=0.95). This is not surprising
since the lct benchmarks have thermal spectra. Also, 208Pb exhibits high peak
elastic scattering resonances between 10−2 and 5 MeV range. The (n,2n) (not
shown in diagram), (n,inl) and the (n,γ) channels were observed to be weakly
correlated for all benchmarks. Also, as proof of principle, the cross section - keff

correlations for the hmf27c1, hmf57c1, hmf64c1 and lct10c1 benchmarks due to
the variation of 207Pb nuclear data are presented in Fig. 17. It can be observed
from the figure that, for the variation of 207Pb (n,inl) and (n,el) cross sections,
relatively strong correlations were obtained for the hmf27c1, hmf57c1, hmf64c1
benchmarks with the highest correlations occurring at between 1.4 and 6 MeV.
Weak correlations were however recorded for the lct10c1 benchmark for all the
cross sections.

7.5. Nuclear data uncertainty reduction

In Fig. 18, we present probability distributions in keff due to the variation
of 239Pu nuclear data after implementing the binary accept/reject method. The
plots show both prior and posterior distributions after including pmf1c1 (top
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Figure 16: Correlations between benchmarks and selected cross sections due to the varia-
tion of 208Pb nuclear data. Correlation factors are computed between four reaction channels:
(n,el), (n,inl), (n,γ), (n,2n) and the keff for the hmf27c1 (top left), hmf57c1 (top right),
hmf64c1 (bottom left) and lct10c1 (bottom right) benchmarks against incident neutron ener-
gies. ’c’ denotes the case of the benchmark.
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Figure 17: Correlations between benchmarks and selected cross sections due to the varia-
tion of 207Pb nuclear data. Correlation factors are computed between four reaction channels:
(n,el), (n,inl), (n,γ), (n,2n) and the keff for the hmf27c1 (top left), hmf57c1 (top right),
hmf64c1 (bottom left) and lct10c1 (bottom right) benchmarks against incident neutron ener-
gies. ’c’ denotes the case of the benchmark.
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left), pmf9c1 (top right), pmf10c1 (bottom left) and pmf11c1 (bottom right)
benchmarks information as a second level of constraint in the TMC method for
the ELECTRA reactor. Similarly, prior and posterior keff distributions due to
the variation of 208Pb nuclear data for the pmf35c1 (top left), hmf27c1 (top
right), hmf64c1 (bottom left) and hmf57c4 (bottom right) benchmarks are pre-
sented in Fig. 19.

From Fig. 18, it can be observed that, the posterior distribution for 239Pu cases
have narrower spreads compared to the prior distribution. This is expected
because of the strong correlation obtained between the pmf benchmarks and
ELECTRA due to 239Pu nuclear data variation. Beside that, the benchmarks
and the application both have high sensitivity to the variation of 239Pu nuclear
data. Furthermore, the posterior distribution is greatly affected by the the com-
bined benchmark uncertainty; a small combined benchmark uncertainty could
result in a much narrower posterior distribution and hence in a larger reduction
in the posterior uncertainty. For the reduction of 239Pu nuclear data uncer-
tainty, relatively smaller combined benchmark uncertainties were obtained. For
the case of 240Pu and 241Pu (not shown in diagram), even though the applica-
tion case (ELECTRA) and the pmf benchmark cases have similar spectra, small
or no reduction in nuclear data uncertainties were achieved except in the case
of pmf2c1 were significant uncertainty reductions were achieved. This could
be attributed to the strong correlation coefficient (R=0.97) and the high sen-
sitivity of the pmf2c1 to the variation of 240Pu nuclear data. The small/no
reduction achieved with the other benchmarks could be attributed to the large
nuclear data uncertainties computed for the fissionable nuclides which resulted
in a large combined benchmark uncertainties for the different benchmarks and
also due to the low sensitivity of the response parameter in respect to the vari-
ation of 240Pu and 241Pu nuclear data due to the low 240Pu and 241Pu isotopic
content. From Fig. 19, large spreads are observed for the posterior distribution
in the case of pmf35c1 and hmf27c1 benchmarks. Even though high correla-
tion coefficients were obtained for these benchmarks, the large spreads for the
posterior distribution can be attributed to the rather large combine benchmark
uncertainties obtained for both benchmarks; 963 pcm and 1136 pcm for pmf35c1
and hmf27c1 respectively. Also these benchmarks have relatively low sensitivity
to the variation of 208Pb nuclear data. Even though a relatively large com-
bined benchmark uncertainty of 1073 pcm was obtained for the hmf64c1, this
benchmark has high sensitivity to the variation of 208Pb nuclear data hence a
relatively large reduction in 208Pb nuclear data was obtained. The keff posterior
distribution observed for the hmf57c4 benchmark is due to the high calculated
keff values obtained which resulted in the acceptance of only the high keff val-
ues that lie within the acceptance band. These high keff values, according to
Ref. [4], give an indication that the current lead cross section sets have some
inaccuracies which resulted in more neutron reflection than is warranted by the
experimental results.

For the computation of the combined benchmark uncertainty expressed in Eq. 4
for the reduction of 239Pu and 240Pu nuclear data uncertainty, only the uncer-
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tainty of the fissionable nuclides were considered in this work. This is because,
it was observed that the nuclear data uncertainties of the pmf benchmarks were
dominated by the uncertainties in the fissionable nuclides. Similarly, for the re-
duction of 208Pb nuclear data uncertainties, only the uncertainty of lead nuclear
data and that of the fissionable nuclides (235,238U) were considered since it was
observed that the uncertainties of these nuclides dominate in the case of the lead
sensitive benchmarks. In Table 4 and 5, the uncertainties of 239,240,241Pu and,
208,207,206Pu and 235,238U nuclear data for a set of plutonium and lead sensitive
benchmarks are presented respectively. These uncertainties were computed us-
ing the TMC methodology presented earlier in section 2. These uncertainties
were used in the computation of the combined benchmark uncertainty given in
Eq. 4. From Table 4, it can be observed that the uncertainties of 239Pu nuclear
data dominate in the case of the plutonium sensitive benchmarks except in the
case of the pmf2c1 benchmark where relatively large 240Pu and 241Pu nuclear
data uncertainties were recorded. The large 240Pu and 241Pu uncertainties ob-
tained for the pmf2c1 benchmark is because of the relatively large amounts of
240Pu and 241Pu contained in the pmf2c1 and its relatively high sensitivity to
the variation of 240Pu and 241Pu nuclear data. In the case of the lead sensitive
benchmarks, as can be observed from Tabel 5, the uncertainties of 208Pb and
235U dominate.

Table 4: 239,240,241Pu nuclear data uncertainties for a set of plutonium sensitive benchmarks
computed using the TMC method. Only case one of each benchmark and 300 random nuclear
data files were used for all isotopes. Note that, PU-MET-FAST-035 does not contain 241Pu.

Benchmark category σND(239Pu) σND(240Pu) σND(241Pu)

PU-MET-FAST-001 962±42 178±8 36±3
PU-MET-FAST-002 826±36 833±34 254±11
PU-MET-FAST-005 954±42 192±8 31±4
PU-MET-FAST-008 939±41 195±8 28±4
PU-MET-FAST-009 925±41 186±8 33±3
PU-MET-FAST-010 906±41 177±8 30±4
PU-MET-FAST-011 813±36 191±8 23±5
PU-MET-FAST-012 948±42 83±6 36±7
PU-MET-FAST-013 1004±44 84±4 7±1
PU-MET-FAST-035 951±42 68±4 -
PU-MET-INTER-002 1267±56 187±8 22±5

In Fig. 20, keff distributions due to the variation of 239Pu nuclear data after
implementing the method of assigning file weights based on the likelihood func-
tion is presented using the following benchmarks: pmf1c1 (top left), pmf9c1
(top right), pmf10c1 (bottom left) and pmf11c1 (bottom right) benchmarks
for the ELECTRA reactor. As seen with the binary accept/reject method in
Fig. 18, narrower posterior distributions were observed. Similarly, in Fig. 21,
the keff distributions due to the variation of 208Pb nuclear data after combining
prior information with integral benchmark information from pmf35c1 (top left),
hmf27c1 (top right), hmf64c1 (bottom left) and hmf57c4 (bottom right) bench-
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Figure 18: keff distributions due to the variation of 239Pu nuclear data after combining
the prior information with integral information from pmf1c1 (top left), pmf9c1 (top right),
pmf10c1 (bottom left) and pmf11c1 (bottom right) benchmarks for the ELECTRA reactor
using the binary accept/reject method. ’c’ denotes the case of the benchmark.
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Figure 19: keff distributions due to the variation of 208Pb nuclear data after combining
prior information with integral benchmark information from pmf35c1 (top left), hmf27c1 (top
right), hmf64c1 (bottom left) and hmf57c4 (bottom right) benchmarks for the ELECTRA
reactor using the binary accept/reject method. ’c’ denotes the case of the benchmark. The
shape of the posterior distribution for the hmf57c4 is due to the high calculated keff values
obtained (according to Ref. [4], these high keff values give an indication of some inaccuracies
in the current lead cross sections).
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Table 5: 208,207,206Pu and 235,238U nuclear data uncertainties for a set of lead sensitive
benchmarks computed using the TMC method. 300 random nuclear data files were used for
all isotopes. PU-MET-FAST-035 benchmark is a plutonium sensitive benchmark and does
not contain uranium - its uncertainties due to plutonium isotopes are given in Table 4.

Benchmark category case σND(208Pb) σND(207Pb) σND(206Pb) σND(235U) σND(238U)

PU-MET-FAST-035 (case 1) 430±18 104±5 89±4 - -
HEU-MET-FAST-027 (case 1) 450±19 80±4 75±4 1130±46 38±3
HEU-MET-FAST-064 (case 1) 1124±46 174±8 171±7 1045±43 5±1
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 1) 1002±41 154±7 163±7 1071±44 24±4
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 2) 785±32 129±6 126±6 1108±45 27±4
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 3) 1090±45 169±7 164±7 1047±43 19±5
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 4) 737±30 123±6 119±5 1102±45 26±4
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 5) 1168±49 179±8 181±8 1043±43 7±1
LEU-COMP-THERM-010 (case 1) 410±18 137±7 66±7 568±25 105±7
LEU-COMP-THERM-017 (case 1) 208±10 76±6 56±6 376±16 134±7

marks are presented for the application case (ELECTRA) using the method
of assigning file weights. Wide spreads are recorded for all benchmarks. This
could be attributed to the relatively large combined benchmark uncertainties
obtained for these benchmarks. The distributions of weights assigned to random
239Pu and 240Pu nuclear data after combining the prior information with inte-
gral benchmark information from pmf1c1 (top left), pmf8c1 (top right), pmf9c1
(bottom left) and pmf10c1 (bottom right) benchmarks for the ELECTRA re-
actor are presented in Figs. 22 and 23 respectively. It can be observed from
Fig. 22 that, a large number of random nuclear data files are assigned with low
weights and therefore contribute less to the final uncertainty obtained. To solve
the problem where computational time is spent on random files with very low
weights, Russian roulette has been proposed in Ref. [52]. In Fig. 23 however,
a large number of the files were assigned with high weights (the weights range
between 0.8 and 1.0) which implies that, most of the files contribute strongly to
the calculation of the moments of the posterior distributions.

In Table 6 and 7, the 239Pu and 240Pu nuclear data uncertainty results obtained
from the prior distribution and the posterior distribution using the binary ac-
cept/reject and the method of assigning file weights based on the likelihood
function for the ELECTRA reactor are presented respectively. The PU-MET-
FAST benchmarks, the PU-MET-INTER-035 and 300 239Pu and 240Pu random
nuclear data files were used. In the third column, the correlation coefficients
computed between the application case (ELECTRA) and benchmarks are pre-
sented. Very strong correlation coefficients are recorded for all benchmarks in
the case of the variation of 239Pu nuclear data as expected since the benchmarks
under consideration exhibit similar spectra with the application case (ELEC-
TRA). Similarly, because of the similarity in spectra, very strong correlations
are recorded between ELECTRA and all benchmarks due to the variation of
240Pu random nuclear except in the case of the pmf12c1 benchmark where a
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Figure 20: keff distributions due to the variation of 239Pu nuclear data after combining prior
information with integral benchmark information from pmf1c1 (top left), pmf9c1 (top right),
pmf10c1 (bottom left) and pmf11c1 (bottom right) benchmarks for the ELECTRA reactor
using the method of assigning file weights based on the likelihood function. ’c’ denotes the
case of the benchmark.
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Figure 21: keff distributions due to the variation of 208Pb nuclear data after combining prior
information with integral benchmark information from pmf35c1 (top left), hmf27c1 (top right),
hmf64c1 (bottom left) and hmf57c4 (bottom right) benchmarks for the ELECTRA reactor
using the method of assigning file weights based on the likelihood function. ’c’ denotes the
case of the benchmark.
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Figure 22: Distributions of weights assigned to random 239Pu nuclear data after combining
prior information with integral benchmark information from pmf1c1 (top left), pmf8c1 (top
right), pmf9c1 (bottom left) and pmf10c1 (bottom right) benchmarks for the ELECTRA
reactor. ’c’ denotes the case of the benchmark.

moderately strong correlation coefficient was obtained.

Using the pmf (PU-MET-FAST) and pmi (PU-MET-INTER) benchmarks as
presented in Table 6, the uncertainty due to 239Pu nuclear data for the appli-
cation case (ELECTRA) was reduced from a high of 745±33 to a lowest value
of 153±21 (representing a 79% reduction) and 179±23 (representing a 76% re-
duction) using the pmf13c1 benchmark with the binary accept/reject and the
method of assigning file weights respectively. Even though a relatively strong
correlation coefficient of 0.837 was scored for the pmf13c1 benchmark, its ability
to significantly impact the posterior uncertainty comes from its rather relatively
small combined benchmark uncertainty of 131 pcm and its high sensitivity to
the variation of 239Pu nuclear data. Despite the fact that pmf8c1 has a much
smaller evaluated benchmark uncertainty of 60 pcm and a higher correlation co-
efficient of 0.92 when compared to the pmf13c1 benchmark, a 65% uncertainty
reduction was achieved. This could be attributed to the different combined
benchmark uncertainties computed for the two benchmarks; 206 pcm was ob-
tained for the pmf8c1 while 131 pcm was obtained for the pmf13c1 benchmark.
From the table, it can be observed that the results from both methods com-
pared favourably. In the case of uncertainty reduction of ELECTRA due to
240Pu nuclear data presented in Table 7, small or no reduction in nuclear data
uncertainty was recorded for all benchmarks except in the case of the pmf2c1
benchmark where an uncertainty reduction of 31% and 20% was obtained with
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Figure 23: Distributions of weights assigned to random 240Pu nuclear data after combining
the prior information with integral benchmark information from pmf1c1 (top left), pmf8c1
(top right), pmf9c1 (bottom left) and pmf10c1 (bottom right) benchmarks for the ELECTRA
reactor. ’c’ denotes the case of the benchmark.

the binary accept/reject and the method of assigning file weights respectively.
This is not surprising since the pmf2c1 benchmark and ELECTRA exhibit sim-
ilar spectra and pmf2c1 also has a high sensitivity to the variation of 240Pu
nuclear data.

In Table 8, results showing the 208Pb nuclear data uncertainty obtained from the
prior distribution and the posterior distributions using the binary/reject and the
method of assigning file weights based on the likelihood function are presented
for the ELECTRA reactor. The correlation coefficients computed between
ELECTRA and each benchmark are also presented. Results in brackets (in col-
umn 5 and 6) show the percent reduction achieved after implementing the two
methods. The PU-MET-FAST, HEU-MET-FAST and LEU-COMP-THERM
benchmark cases and 300 random 208Pb nuclear data files were used. The
prior uncertainty of the application case due to 208Pb nuclear data computed is
897±37. Uncertainty reductions ranging from a minimum of 6% (lct17c1) and a
maximum of 82% (hmf57c5) were obtained with the accept/reject method while
with the method of assigning file weights, uncertainty reduction obtained ranged
from 0% (lct17c1) to 46% (hmf57c5). A high reduction in 208Pb nuclear data
uncertainties of 72% was also recorded using the hmf57c3 with the accept/reject
method while a reduction of 41% was obtained with the method of assigning
file weights. Even though similar correlation coefficients were obtained for the
hmf57 cases as can be seen from Table 8, the differences in uncertainty reduction
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Table 6: Table showing 239Pu nuclear data uncertainty results from prior distribution (orig-
inal TMC) compared to the posterior (binary accept/reject and the method of assigning file
weights based on the likelihood function) for ELECTRA using a set of plutonium sensitive
benchmarks. Results in brackets for the two methods represent the percentage reduction in
nuclear data uncertainty achieved. The correlation coefficient between the application case
(ELECTRA) and various benchmarks are also presented. The PU-MET-FAST benchmark
cases and 300 239Pu random nuclear data files were used.

Benchmark category Case Correlation prior [pcm] Accept/reject [pcm] File weights [pcm]

PU-MET-FAST-001 (case 1) 0.835 745±33 417±36 (44%) 432±36 (42%)
PU-MET-FAST-002 (case 1) 0.850 745±33 574±29 (23%) 620±32 (17%)
PU-MET-FAST-005 (case 1) 0.925 745±33 298±45 (60%) 330±45 (56%)
PU-MET-FAST-008 (case 1) 0.923 745±33 263±30 (65%) 288±29 (61%)
PU-MET-FAST-009 (case 1) 0.884 745±33 359±29 (52%) 413±31 (45%)
PU-MET-FAST-010 (case 1) 0.918 745±33 285±27 (62%) 336±29 (55%)
PU-MET-FAST-011 (case 1) 0.941 745±33 362±34 (51%) 378±33 (49%)
PU-MET-FAST-012 (case 1) 0.838 745±33 188±23 (75%) 199±22 (73%)
PU-MET-FAST-013 (case 1) 0.837 745±33 153±21 (79%) 179±23 (76%)
PU-MET-FAST-035 (case 1) 0.876 745±33 426±29 (43%) 475±31 (36%)

PU-MET-INTER-002 (case 1) 0.877 745±33 428±43 (43%) 453±45 (39%)

Table 7: Table showing 240Pu nuclear data uncertainty results from prior distribution (orig-
inal TMC) compared to the posterior (binary accept/reject and the method of assigning file
weights based on the likelihood function) for ELECTRA using a set of plutonium sensitive
benchmarks. Results in brackets for the two methods represent the percentage reduction in
nuclear data uncertainty achieved. The correlation coefficient between the application case
(ELECTRA) and various benchmarks are also presented. The PU-MET-FAST benchmark
cases and 300 240Pu random nuclear data files were used.

Benchmark category Case Correlation prior [pcm] Accept/reject [pcm] File weights [pcm]

PU-MET-FAST-001 (case 1) 0.944 1046±43 1046±43 (0%) 1034±43 (1%)
PU-MET-FAST-002 (case 1) 0.973 1046±43 718±34 (31%) 833±40 (20%)
PU-MET-FAST-008 (case 1) 0.960 1046±43 1046±43 (0%) 1030±43 (2%)
PU-MET-FAST-009 (case 1) 0.952 1046±43 1046±43 (0%) 1032±43 (1%)
PU-MET-FAST-010 (case 1) 0.962 1046±43 1046±43 (0%) 1032±43 (1%)
PU-MET-FAST-011 (case 1) 0.951 1046±43 1046±43 (0%) 1029±44 (2%)
PU-MET-FAST-012 (case 1) 0.660 1046±43 1046±43 (0%) 1042±43 (0%)
PU-MET-FAST-013 (case 1) 0.875 1046±43 1046±43 (0%) 1042±43 (0%)
PU-MET-FAST-035 (case 1) 0.876 1046±43 1046±43 (0%) 1043±43 (0%)

PU-MET-INTER-002 (case 1) 0.877 1046±43 1046±43 (0%) 1041±53 (0%)

obtained could be attributed to the different combined benchmark uncertainties
computed for each benchmark case: 1113 pcm was computed for case 1; 1146
pcm for case 2; 1120 pcm for case 3; 1185 pcm for case 4 and 1090 pcm for
case 5. The differences in reduction obtained with the accept/reject approach
and the methods of assigning file weights based on the likelihood function for
the hmf57 cases is due to the high keff values obtained which resulted in the
acceptance of only the high keff values that lie within the acceptance band for
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the binary accept/reject approach. These high keff values give an indication
that the current lead cross section sets have some inaccuracies [4]. The high
correlation coefficients obtained between the ELECTRA and the pmf35c1 and
hmf benchmarks is as a result of the similar fast spectra exhibited by both the
application and benchmark cases.

Table 8: Table showing 208Pb nuclear data uncertainty results from prior distribution (orig-
inal TMC) compared to the posterior (binary accept/reject and the method of assigning file
weights based on the likelihood function) for ELECTRA using a set of plutonium sensitive
benchmarks. Results in brackets for the two methods represent the percentage reduction in
nuclear data uncertainty achieved. The PU-MET-FAST, HEU-MET-FAST and LEU-COMP-
THERM benchmark cases and 300 random 208Pb nuclear data files were used.

Benchmark category Case Correlation prior [pcm] Accept/reject [pcm] File weights [pcm]

PU-MET-FAST-035 (case 1) 0.983 897±37 814±34 (9%) 818±35 (9%)
HEU-MET-FAST-027 (case 1) 0.992 897±37 765±32 (15%) 813±35 (9%)
HEU-MET-FAST-064 (case 1) 0.996 897±37 485±24 (46%) 615±30 (31%)
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 1) 0.995 897±37 506±27 (44%) 698±35 (22%)
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 2) 0.995 897±37 641±28 (29%) 720±32 (20%)
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 3) 0.996 897±37 250±30 (72%) 531±43 (41%)
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 4) 0.995 897±37 653±34 (27%) 819±40 (9%)
HEU-MET-FAST-057 (case 5) 0.996 897±37 159±32 (82%) 488±52 (46%)
LEU-COMP-THERM-010 (case 1) 0.773 897±37 762±35 (16%) 818±39 (9%)
LEU-COMP-THERM-017 (case 1) 0.753 897±37 845±104 (6%) 896±47 (0%)

Relatively small or no uncertainty reductions were observed for the lct bench-
mark cases. These benchmarks have a thermal spectrum while the application
case (ELECTRA) has a fast spectrum. Also, the fissionable nuclides in the lct
benchmarks are Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) while the fuel of ELECTRA is
made of plutonium nuclides.

Uncertainty reduction of 207Pb and 206Pb using benchmark information was not
possible since the benchmarks contain small amounts of 207Pb and 206Pb. Fur-
thermore, the nuclear data uncertainties of these benchmarks are dominated by
the uncertainties in 208Pb and the fissionable nuclides as can be seen from Ta-
ble 5, which resulted in rather large combined benchmark uncertainties. Since
the accept/reject method cuts off the tails of the distribution, the method of
assigning file weights can be considered as a more rigorous estimation of the
posterior uncertainty since it takes all data into account. This method has been
proven to be statistically rigorous and has been applied to differential data and
presented in more detailed in Ref. [52]. It should however be noted here that,
there is generally a trade off between a gain in computational time and results
accuracy.

8. CONCLUSION

A method is proposed for the selection of benchmarks which may serve as
a validation database for more complex reactor calculations based on the Total
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Monte Carlo methodology. For reactor code validation purposes, similarities
between a real reactor application and one or several benchmarks are quantified
using a similarity index. Two approaches have also been proposed for nuclear
data uncertainty reduction using integral benchmarks: a binary accept/reject
and a method of assigning file weights based on the likelihood function. A sig-
nificant reduction in nuclear data uncertainty was achieved for some isotopes
for ELECTRA after adding benchmark information. The largest uncertainty re-
ductions of 79% and 76% in the case of 239Pu nuclear data, were achieved with
the binary accept/reject and the method of assigning file weights based on the
likelihood function respectively. Small or no reduction in nuclear data uncertain-
ties were however observed for 240Pu and 241Pu isotopes. In the case of 208Pb
nuclear data, the largest uncertainty reduction of 82% and 46% were achieved
with the hmf57c4 benchmark after implementing the binary accept/reject and
the method of assigning file weights respectively. It is expected that, if these
methods are implemented in the Total Monte Carlo methodology, nuclear data
uncertainty in reactor safety parameters could be reduced significantly. Com-
bining information from multiple benchmarks for nuclear data uncertainty re-
duction is planned for future work. Based on the methods proposed, updated
covariance matrices and model parameter distributions can be obtained and
used for the adjustment of model parameter uncertainties in the TALYS code
for any isotope and cross section of interest.
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